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___ OF BOUSING IN THE HJBIIO_AgD

"■ "-■'■■■ ' PHIVATE SECTORS-' . ^

Preamble . .

1. This paper aims to establish somo kind of.baseline on the

sources and.'characteristics of housing finance in the public and .

private sectors of the .economy." In terms of housing finance the

coverage is intended to be,fairly extensivej although, most of, the ,. .. . ,

empipl^aX:--examples will unfortunately be limited largely to the .

three ^.-t African ^countries, with which the writer is most familiar* ■

Other material will: be incorporated where possible, but this is .:

limited largely to current literature, where much of the information; ;

is likely to be dated.A.^) It is to be expected that where general ■: '■■
eoonomio,social and_political background is tha moro shared that :

there will be fewer divergences from any given pattern of housing -.. .

finance practioes and institutions. In this sence a major difference

in existing characteristics is lir;aly to be found betwoon the ex-

colonies of France vis a vis those .of the United Kingdom, ■ •■

2* The discussion falls under four headings. The introductory

section will set out some of the principles of housing finance in ' .

the-light'of the market characteristics of the commodity (i.e. .■-:■ ■

accommodation). There will follow two sections dealing vdth the private
and public sectors respectively! The concluding section dealabriefly

with the housing sector in relation to development planning; ' /.'-

Introduction .

3» Housing markets in Africa axe notably dualistic in character.

/Housing supply tends to be either in a ^traditional" or "modern^-

sub-market. This dualism is marked in both tho oosts md techniques

of construction. In the "traditional" sector the mode of building -.-

is based on the mud and wattle structure, modified, to a greater ;or :■ '

lesser extent to fit in with rural o:- ur^cn enyironiaent^ Jn the

"modem" seotor the standards cet are generally ■ equivalent to those of

the ex-oolonial power, with building regulation". E.n4 town-planning.: -..■■.

oriteria borrowed wholesale, with little ox- no modification, from the ,

advanced, industrial, high-income oountriee^ hj their nature the

"modern" seotor is predominantly urbpn, and the "ir.aditi cnal" sector ■■
peri^urban and rural.

TJ Prepared- by Mr. M, Tribe, liconomioo'Dopariaont, I-iekerere
University College, Kampala, Uganda. The viewe- .grossed

in this document are not neoecsarily thoso cf the secretariat

of the Commission.

2/ figures in braokets refer to Annex IH on Bibliogiaphy.
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4« Since the greatest proportion of.the population of Africa are

living in a rural, agricultural, environment,(2) mainly "based on
peasant small-holdings, most housing is in the private sector, hut

in the peri-urban and urban centres private residential development

is still usually a larger sector than public housing. In some

countries, particularly those with considerable external investment

in extractive and processing industries, employers provide their

workers with housing which is tied to the employment. Among the

higher income groups the housing which is provided by employers is

frequently heavily subsidised, or large housing allowances are given

in addition to the basic salaries. In this latter respect thepaoe

is generally set by Government continuation of terms of service^

created for an expatriate civil service in the colonial period.

This phenomenon has been removed from some African countries but.in

others it continues to have a major influence on the housing market and

on the level of real salaries rather than basic money salaries _

among high level manpower.

5. The social and economic framework of countries that are

basically agricultural and have low per capita income means

that much of the demand for housing accommodation in the growing

urban agglomerations is for rental rather than owner-occupier

dwellings.(4> Since the only means for most of the population to
ensure security after retirement from the wage/salary, predominantly
urban, labour force is to return to the rural areas, there will, be

pressure for any personal housing investment to be in rural rather

than urban areas, at least as a first priority. This characteristic

of the African housing market can certainly be expeoted to change as

development is likely to Xead to more long-terms urban settlement on

the individual "family" basis, and as social security schemes

are introduced. However, in the short- and medium- term periods

it is clear that a demand for rental rather than owner-occupier dwellings

would affect the optimum structure and activities of housing finance

institutions. If a part of Government housing policy were to be

stimulation of demand for owner-occupation of dwellings, then

institutions lending mcney for only this type of dwelling, in the

context of social and economic characteristics which imply ■ ;

mainly rental demand, are unlikely to have considerable success

in urban areas,

6* The discussion in the above paragraphs is intended to show that,

not only is the present, and future, shape of the housing markets

an important determinant of the types of financial institutions

appropriate in African oountries, but also that the demand for different

types of housing finance is likely, a priori, to vary between

different sub-sectors of the aggregate housing market, quite apart..
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from the dichotomy batween the private and public housing sectors.

This implies that tho'^holenale impix: fcation of Housing finance-"•■

'institutions from urbanized industrial eoonokniod ii3C;likely !%6-have

"limited relevance to the improvement of housing'conditions In ;

rural, agricultural countries. The remainder of this first ! ' '-

•section will concentrate on economic aspects of housing whioh have

an important bearing on housing finance, ■ ' "''■ ■■'■■

t. Dwellings generally represent a significant proportion of a'

nation1 s annual capital formation, and therefore an -importaaV-' :

claim on the-available ^ccnomic resources- 'Two studies ■ in1 'tliW'early

195O! s, based on fairly conservative estimates, showed thatthe^ ■

"traditional" s ^y?-e house construction accounted for about 4 g&r oent

of Gross Domestic Product in ilifaria t-nd (then) Tanganyika, (.5/
A recent estimate for National j'-noome series in Kenya in;dioate's

that bui5rling and conyimction in the ronponetary sector"" ■ " ['"_

contributes 2 por cent of GUP oai-rently. '^^ '"UnloBB. house
construction is entirsly 3av-:ri^d jut in the non~m6nQtary sectdr^

which is becoming xncroaair.'gly ra.',.j in'Africa, the expenditure. '

'on materials and labour i-top^ecei.t^d by ^ nompXVted dwelling '"'J ''

requires financing. Since houzing ih a particiilarly. durable fdrm

of consumer good, the conrjUL.fti jn of the good:-; and ssrvides put. into

construction talcep place over 3 fairly oorifdcirsrably number' of years.

8* In general^ this gap "bo^woen current concurnption of housing..
services and the capital co^t of cons ltjo bicn caii be met either by

..loan finance by cvmar-occupier-e5 or by the ocou^antr hiring . wl

accommodation fr.oai. a landlord. In the latter case,, the long-term

financing problem iG effectively, han.dscl over to a pooond;par^r; '.

who may .^e in +ho. public or the private teeter* Housing.^aSv,an-.. ■".
. eoonoiniji.,cQirjiiodi-fe.y can i;L.e.D9 desoriood as immobile and .;in(iiyigd,bl
.^through, space and through time. 'Jiie a.ltex^na':iv^ ;to owner—oopupying

such a specific capital as^et.-ifi t-hr.t o^' hiring from an owner on

:a.;;short-term .basis* Thic ic t,h.i thoov-ti.i.oal.ijasij of the division

between the owr.sr—cocapier tjad ^rental e:i

9,t ;The proportion of _.noomo ..that people are propjxod to spend. .

currently .on aocouimGcla'Mon Is a- question which1 oan .only :be.h>..- ■:' ::■'■

answered by observaticvi of erpsndi^re patter.10. .T>.e36 generally

reveal ,a wiql© d±\-07:go-nop of Individual cpouding babitb.i/- ■■■. ■ '.::.\
During, this..period .of ^cj:-iyiuon" :Qf- a j.oga-owner—occupiers -may be ■.

expected to spend a g:'.-f:a.ter proport! cm of their .ourrent -income.^ on-

hpusing .compared wiiih jrentei-3 -fv:.-? i,wo reasons, Frv^t^the house;:.

1/ In a; teohni/j^l sense t-I-.c ■.jt-ai-.-.^ar J-.-dc/i-^i.o:! of the mean, of "a*."

frequenoy/dis^ri'^ticn \ii\X "b^ .Jish .r^l^tiv^ to the'mean. The

, ^average proportion up««i h?.& Klozv^o^ to bo^.viaw&d in cOnjunotion

*.. ■ with the range of properli.oiLH..- Sso- Blooiaoer^ and Abrams para
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purchaser is paying for current consumption of an asset that ho is

"buying) and saving at the same time. Second, real estate generally

represents a real 'hedge1 against inflation, since the market money

value of dwellings in a free market or mixed economy can be expeoted

to appreciate at a rate which at least keeps pace with inflation. In
African countries, dwellings can only really be regarded as marketable
in,...atid in the vicinity of, towns. Evidence suggests that renters
are generally prepared to spend something in the region of 10-20

per cent of current income on rents when the market taken is a

private, uncontrolled, unsubsidised market.'8' Owner-occupiers
might then be expected to pay 5-10 per cent out of current income over
and above~^his.

10. In general, however, a high proportion of income spent on housing
clearly leaves a small proportion for other essential household
expenditure, and at the low levels of income that predominate in

African countries it also leaves a low absolute amount of income for
other necessities. In addition, if the largest area of consumption of
necessities at low-income levels is on foodstuffs, then since food

prices tend to be unstable, a high proportion of income spent on

housing may leave insufficient margin for these price fluctuations
if housing payments have to be made regularly. This means that

housing expenditure may be expected to rise only with income in the
long-run, and not through higher proportions of expenditure in the
individual household in the short-run.

11. Two approaches to rent determination can be distinguished, related
respectively to market rents fixed by direct forces of demand for and

supply of accommodation, and cost-based rents, which will refleot market
forces in as much as factor prices reflect the demands put upon them
in a market economy. It is on the former that rent control measures
are taken if it ia felt that the market rent gives too high a margin
of surplus to the private landlord over and above the cost-based *ents.

In "fcurn oost-based rents may be based on the historical construction
costs~ or on the replacement costs,l/

12. The elements in the cost of a dwelling will be made up of the

following: capital costs of the land and the building, which are

themselves-divided between principal and interest costs; the cost of

maintenance, which will not be a stable function of construction costs

for any one dwelling over its complete life: the recurrent costs

of services provided to the site which may be charged through some

kind of property tax which cannot be avoided once the building is

TJ For any given dwelling the latter would normally be higher than the
former in money terms because of inflation and the steadily

rising standard of accommodation (particularly in the quality
of facilities) over the life of a dwelling which may last 25-50
years OP more, dependent on construction standards and efficiency
of maintenance*
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complete. Depending on the relationship between these different

oost components, the total cost of the dwelling may be established, and
a fixed proportion of capital costs may be charged as the.rent for

a given period. It has been suggested that 12j per cent, of
Capital cost might/be a reasonable standard to take

ae ah annual rent,C9) If the construction oost can be reduced to a
monthly rent, and the proportion of income that is spent on rent,

or housing, can be expressed as some average level, then the oost

and rent structure of the housing stock will be a function of the

level and distribution of income in the economy being considered.
i

13. Housing subsidies are, in theory, a provision to fill a gap,

between effective demand represented by people's ability and

willingness to pay for aooommodation, and the costs of providing

the type of accommodation which is deemed to fulfil certain

standards. (See Chapter 8 of Bloomberg and Abrams referred to above).
The need for subsidies may be said to exist if the costs of

providing acceptable standards of accommodation get out of step with

the available economic resources that would freely be spent on

housing, and/or if the distribution of inoome in the eoonomy is such

that the higher income groups' standards of accommodation give: an

upward pull on lower income groups1 standards, necessitating some

kind, of income redistribution through subsidies. Thus if the rent

of the lowest jost type of accommodation is higher than the

expenditure patterns of the lowest income groups can afford, then

the rent paid by the tenants is effectively "topped-^up" by a subsidy

to cover the full-cost. In the African context it will be dear that

subsidies may be implicit or explicit (i«e, hidden or open), and
may in fact be used to distribute income in any direction that

policy requires, given sufficient means of operating them. Thus

a subsidy system would be very difficult to operate in a totally

free market system exoept through, for example, tax concessions to

private landlords - the greater the proportion of accommodation in

the public sector the easier subsidies are likely to be to operate.

It should be stressed that subsidies constitute a part of current

consumption, a type of transfer payment, and may be the more

difficult to justify where a major policy aim is the achievement of

high rates of saving and investment. ■ -

14. .This final point makes it clear that housing must be seen in

the light of the overall development of an economy (see Section IV below)
Thus, in the short-run to increase the amount of resources, reourrent

and non-recurrent, devoted to housing implies reducing the resources

ixr some other sector of the eoonoroy. The discussion of financial

aspects of housing is therefore largely around increasing the

efficiency of allocation of resources to the housing activities,

and their distribution within these activities. Thus, redesign, or
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introduction of new,- financial institutions may open up ohoioesv
to people who were previously not able to abhieve desired housing
improvement due to financial 'obstacles. It may therefore be

that more appropriate housing financial institutions may increase an
eoonomy's savings ratio and reduoe "inessential" expenditure. It is
the case in any event that any ohange in the proportion of a oouritryTs
resources flowing into housing inevitably reduces the availability
of resources elsewhere. If, for example, it is desired to*

increase the flow of resources into O-Ow-inobme group housing, it is
inappropriate to design institutions whioh encourage investment
in high-income group housing since these two types of accommodation
are not substitutes.' ■ - * -

15- The greater part of the remainder of this paper will
therefore be taken up with a discussion of the finanoial aspeots
of housing in the private and public sectors, with particular
emphasis on the sources of capital finance. r': '

The Private SeotOr '. ' l'"'.'' .

16. A large proportion of the resources used in private seotor
housing in Africa do not enter the monetary economy. Some
countries^include this real investment, and real income, in their

National Income estimates - others db not. . However, tfiis seotor ;
is not necessarily clearly divided between monetary and non-monetary
resources, but there is a considerable overlap. Thus an existing
dwelling may be improved by the purchase of windows or cement..
A newly built dwelling may constitute the use of corrugated iron
sheeting for the roof, oement floor arid wall-facing etc., but have
been constructed using mainly family labour. When discussing
existing finanoial institutions it has therefore to be clear.
whether they provide finance for only "traditional" or "modern" .
sectors, or for both. Most of the discussion will not distinguish
between finance for owner-occupation'and for rental dwellings.

17. Capital finan.ce falls, into two areas, that of short-term
building loans, and that of long-term-finance usually of a
mortgage nature — that is to say that the house itself serves as

security for the loan.l/ It is in the latter that we shall be "most
interested. The size of required loans will depend to some extent
on the institutional environment. Thus, building regulations,
land premium and building covenants (minimum, investment amount" rules)
may make the amount of capital neoessary to build: any dwelling

higher than might otherwise be the case. These types of regulations
have frequently been adopted in a, rigid form, from, the ex-cplonial
powers, and would be considered outdated and'inadequate in their
oountry of origin. Outside the urban administered areas, town plann
ing and building regulations are either non-existent or more frequent
ly broken than observed.

1/ In many parts of Africa the extent to whioh a dwelling may consti
tute collateral on a loan will be limited by local land tenure
conditions — it is not proposed to discuss this aspect of the
problem here, but see E/GN.l4/HaJ/27 on mortgage securities in Africa*
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18.' ' 'In the private sector the sources of finance have "been spli:t

into Seven1 groups: : ' : "■''-'''■

.'.._ .. . , ... i; . a), oommeroial banks ■,.,,'■■

■ ■> ' b) building societies- " ;:

.. .. . : . o) insurance companies ? .-. ...

■:■■-■■■■ -.:■ ^) co-operatives and housing association's -

e) employers , ; ...

■"-■"■■ ' f) suppliers1 credit

g) saving in kind ,

19* Commeroial banks are generally concerned with short-term or

medium term finance of trade and oommerce rather than in the long-term

finance that housing construction requires. At least one oommeroial
bank in Uganda is ,involved with the subsidiary of an insurance; qompany

(see below para, 24) in which the bank advances funds to the contractors
during the.building period when, the long-term finance is already •

assured. The insurance company takes over the financing in "the long-

term after the issuing of an occupation permit on satisfactory

completion of the dwelling.' A bank established by the colonial
government was involved in the finance of residential construction in

the longer-run in Uganda. Thde was the Uganda Credit anxi"Savings 'Bank,

and its annual report for 1963/1964 shows that at that time there1
were I84 loans outstanding to the total of Shs. 1,407,400 (rate of
interest charged 9 per oent per annum). However, in I965 this source

was closed when i-t was transformed into the Uganda Commercial Bank,

and began to operate on the same basis as the other commeroial banks
with their headquarters outside Uganda. :• :.

20, The expatriate oommeroial banks therefore do not lend money for

house construction in the normal course of events. However, the

practice of one major bank 'in Uganda is typical in its loans to

permanent local members of staff at subsidised rates of interest for

. owher-oooupier houses. Only' seven loans of this type arey currently

outstanding with this bank. Otherwise banks provide1 subsidised

housing for expatriate and senior local staff on similar ternra to
p.ther employers. . . . ■.--■. rv

21- Experience with "building society" finance in ex-^British and
ex-French colonies is one area where differences are likely to arise.

In general the building societies in anglophone Africa havebeen
relatively unsuccessful in providing a source of finance/ for a cross-*

section of the population. Those in East Africa collapsed in 1961 \ r,

when a large proportion of deposits held by non-East Africans were

withdrawn, and the Commonwealth Development Corporation beoame heavily
involved in a support operation in the three largest (the Savings

and Loan Society Ltd., the First Permanent Building Society and the
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Kenya Building Society). In East Africa there have recently "been

formed three new unitSj the Housing Finance Companies of Kenya,

Tanzania and Uganda, under agreements between the three Governments,

the C.D.C. and the First Permanent Building Society. The agreements

take the form of a "pump-priming" operation to re-establish lending to

owner-ocoupiers where previously the only activity since I96I has been

to collect repayments of loans made before that time, and to receive

deposits, in both cases paying off the external financial assistance.

The terras of loans may be summarised as an 8J- per cent rate of
interest on an annually diminishing balance of a 75 per cent loan

on the total investment of not less than Shs. 30,000, repayable over

10-15 years. (See attached Summary Annex i). Since the monthly

repayment of a Shs. 20,000 loan cannot be less than Shs. 2OO/75j
this type of society offers little for low income groups. The

HFCU pays 44 - 5i per cent on deposits from the public.

22; In other paris of Africa building societies have had mixed :

fortunes. They have been most successful where they have not

depended oh an expatriate clientele, but on indigenous savings. A

fairly full account of the operations of building societies in

Africa up to the fairly recent p^jt can be found in "Housing in

Africa"? i/and some later financial information is found in papers
prepared for this meeting in January 1969- 2/

23. Insurance companies are another- form of institution which give

loans for relatively high cost housing development. In East Africa

the societies involved in life insurance and endowment policies

generally invest locally. However, local companies tend to be more

diverse in their, investments than foreign companies. The National

Life Insurance Corporation of India is typioal in having all. of its

local investments in East African Treasury Bills. In 1965 gross
premiums on life insurance in East Africa were £>6,313jl°5» "it which

J»114>493 was re—insured outside East Africa. In 19^5 between^ 25 and

33 Per cent of East African assets held by insurance companiqs were :

in mortgages and loans, and an additional. 70 per cent in Real Es-tate .

(this, represented altogether a total investment of il2.7 million)*. '

Not all of this was by any means in residential, propertyj but it gives

some indication of the possible scope of tlaie source of finance*. Life

insurance and endowment policies are an important form of contract

savings among East Africans, and of three private companies operating

in Uganda between 80 and 95 per cent of business by value or number

of policies were with Africans. .

17 E/CN.14/H0(j/7/Rev. 1

2/ E/CH.14/fe0a/26 and E/CTT.14/H0U/27.
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24<:,;Tft6K:three.■oompanies mentioned in the,previous paragraph ,,;V- v

were:tak0n^b:eiO'ause they are involved in lending for residential. ,.-..-,

buildings, :.andr currently, have a total of about £1 million invested ,-

in all mortgages,.amounting to about ono-third of their investments. :

(not all- of .this is in purely residential prpperties). One .of the.
companies has;.in -fact established a subsidiary to handle its lending

..on residential properties^ and. limits itself to lending for. owner—..,

oocupati.on. JThis epmpany has 54 loans commitsdr of which 41 ];.,■;, :~.,

were fully taken up, and feresaw that this type pf investment'-would.,;
be likely te take np mpro than 25 per cent cf investable funds.

Another company.-preferred lending for rental aoccmmodation because , ■ ■;
,With;; -the Ixigh; level of rents in Uganda's capital in repent years/the,

repayment could be. more certain. The third made no stipulation on

owi\er^ppoupation..; The interest charged varies between 8J- per cent .: ,
and 12 per. cent on a diminishing balance, with repayment over five; .

ii..:years in the case of the company preferring rental aeopmmpdation»\

or-10. - 20-years in the:.other two oases. The terms pf the loans in v.-<

all case.s made the types of dwellings thus supported to be in ,

upban,:areas,'and .of relatively-high cost, generally beyond the ; -:-
sooj>e pf.s)iddle and lower inepme groups. However, insuranpe

- p.ompanie.s represents small but significant souroe of mortgage .: -.;

finanpe in East Africa. ■ . ■ ■< .■•'■'■

25* . ;• Cor-Pperatives and housing asspciations are prpmising . ;.-. .■■
areas.of hpusing finance, if largely under-develpped. In East, Africa
the Ismaili Community have, with, the Gnppuragemont. of the Aga Khan>o^-:
committed themselves to providing eaoh member of tho communily

with decent housing under- tenant purchase schemes. Trade Unions -;:
have shown interest in worker heusing co-operatives, in Uganda going ■,
so far as to. set up a subsidiary company! however this is still ) .

undeyeloped. Some work has been carried out recently in Kenya1 on ■ It-
housing cooperatives in .Nairobi, but this seems to indioate mpre : ;,
interest in- entrepreneural than sooial functions, -(ll) .■"-,. -..
This area remains under-developed despite, a fairly large..literatuue""".'.
on hpusing co-operative operations. (l2)

26. Another source of finance in the private seotor is through .,- ' ■
employer provision of housing, or participaticn in schemes fpr-the.
raising of .capital, funds. The problem with the former is that it ,,

increases the amount of in:*.fcLal capital which an industrial . , \ >
investor has, to raise, .and therefore may lead to disincentives to , ,

investment. The second alternative of a type of tax Pr housing .'■;.-
levy affects recurrent costs. It was largely because of the capital
finance problems that the Uganda Government set aside the requirements
that employers ;prpvide housing in the main towns in 1956, although. :•• -
the requirement still exists outside the towns. Zambia, for example,
has a considerable amount pf workers1 heusing prpvided Pn the pppper
mines, which has made relatively low construction costs to be reachedi
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through economies of soale, \^) However, housing tied -to employment
has frequently been criticised on grounds of labour immobility, and

social effects of employer control over workers. A levy on employers

is, in many respects more attractive, and appears to have been quite

successful in some countries. In a private employer context however

a levy per number of employees could have two effects, first that of

encouraging more capital intensive production techniques (also applies
to employer housing provision) and second raising the level of the tax

incidence on employers*

27. In the field of rural housing a considerable source of finance,

in number of advances if not the aggregate amount of capital involved,

is that of j^j^e^rsj^credit^ Thus i-fc is frequently the case that the

purchase price of corrugated iron roofing^ for example, includes an

element of interest since payment will be made over a period of

several months. In a small survey in Uganda it was found that about half

of a group of owner-occupiers working in a town "-ad obtained some kind

of credit or instalment payment on building materials* This is,

of course, likely to be more important where the builder has regular

paid employment as well as cash income from crops, since there is more

likelihood of full repayment in this case. The major items of expendi

ture on a house built in rural or peri-urban areas, other than the

labour element, lend themselves to this type of credit system when the

type of construction i? a modification of traditional methods* The

types of materials involved are corrugated iron (asbestos) sheeting,
roof and wall poles, doors and windows, cement etc.

28O Perhaps the best documented scheme which attempted to use

credit for these supplies was the roof loans schemes in Ghana.(
Despite the apparent laok of a final report on the soheme,^/ the idea
of adapting housing loan institutions to the area where most signi

ficant improvements in standards of housing can be made (i.e. low-
income groups in "jural or peri-urban areas) deserves muoh closer

attention thai-, has been the case in the past.

2j\ Two other types of "finance" deserve mention here. They are

personal accumulation of savings and of building materials. The

question of personal savings is problematic, since at low levels of

income the capacity to save is supposedly low. Few comprehensive

income and expenditure surveys have been carried out in African

countries, and go the?.-a is little information on savings behaviour,

particularly iji rural areac^- What is clear from observation'is that

rural "savings" in Africa have two especial forms. The first is that

of expenditure on consumer durables and capital goods after the lump

receipt of cash crop earnings-This is likely to be important in the

TJ But see document E/cN.14/HOQ/32
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purchase of building materials, making the flow of business in these

commodities distinctly uneven unless credit provision evens'it out.

Secondly there is quite substantial savings in "kind" in- the form of

stored building materials, and the building of hew dwellings in
stages as and when finance is available. The notable characteristic

of this is that it is likely to make .construction .more expensive" in

real and money terms through loss and waste of Materials, and

through successive hiring of new labour and constant re—preparing

of'the site for work. In this second case the problem is sometimes

'apparently exacerbated by the setting of too high an original

standard on the part of the constructor, making completion even

more difficult. Apart from this "standard11 problem, the availability

of credit could make building quicker and less costly. Examples

of the second case can be found in Uganda, not only in rural areas

as in other countries, but also on the Grade Ili/ estates in towns.
However, savings, in "kind" have been remarked upon in several other

African countries.

30. Turning to the returns to investment, it is found that

once again the dual nature of the market for housing is a major .

influence*. So also is the predominance of government and employer

provided1 housing. The returns to investment will clearly be a

function of costs and revenue. ,Unfortunately, since "modern"

•sector housing is such a long-term.asset, revenue in particular .

is.subject to considerable uncertainty. However some attempt

has been made to calculate approximate private returns on different

types of housing. First a division will be made between high,

medium and low standard housing on the following criteria: .

a; high standard — appropriate for diplomatic, - .

higher executive and senior" civil servants. . ,

level people . ..[

b) medium standard — appropriate for middle
income groups such as executive staff in

private and public, sectors

c) low standard ■— appropriate for junior office
staff, and lower income skilled and unskilled

manual workers.

. In most cases in Africa we might expect the first two to be in

the "modern" sector, and the third to be more in the "traditional"
seotor.

1/Refers to Building Regulations for Grade II construction,
promulgated in Uganda (and Swaziland).
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31. The high standard accommodation is considerably influenced "by the

.high propensity for this group to have their accommodation provided

at subsidised rents by employers. This ie particularly the case

where diplomats and senior civil servants form a considerable propor

tion of the market, and the result in Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda has

been to push rents to an extremely high level. This is due to the

very low bargaining power or incentive on the part of employers who

do not wish to build their own houses,. The rate of return on this

type of property is likely to be in the region of 15 per cent per

annum,±J thus giving a fairly strong incentive for private investment
in a_g90tor which has seen rapid expansion of demand in the post-

independence period. The demand has come largely from the opening

up of diplomatic relations and the Increase in economic activity

reflected in large numbers of foreign high level manpower in both

^private and public sectors. With the high rate of return in the

.."high standard" sector, a comparable return would, be required in

other sectors of the market which act as alternative areas of

investment, thus forcing rents up there as well — this would be the

cane *dth the medium standard sector.

32. The demand for medium standard housing had been stimulated by

the relatively rapid rates of economic development in the post-

independence period, and in particular "by the expansion of govern

ment administration as the expansion of the secondary and university

level education becomes an influence. The problem has been made more

serious in several countries in the private sector due to the fall in

business confidence in the late 1950s and early 1960s due to the

reduction in world market prices of primary produce exports, and

uncertainty surrounding the periods preliminary and subsequent to

the achievement of political independence. The political influence

was especially strong where a major part of the investment was

carried out by expatriate minorities as in East Africa. Due to the

shortage of accommodation thus created by demand and supply factors

the rate of return is again in the region of 15 per cent per annum

for new building,the rate of increase of costs having apparently been

slower than that of rents. This does mean however that the returns

on dwellings built in the period of low building activity are likely

to be higher than this return on new building would indicate. Because

of these high rates of return in the "'modern" sector it has usually

been possible for potential investors to find capital in some way

to finance building, particularly for renting. However, the high

rents are likely to have had the effect of giring renters an.incentive

to become owner-occupiers, and in this area tiie acquisition of finance

has been more difficult, particularly for the middle-income groups.

1/ See Annex II for the calculations on which these estimates

of returns in the three sectors are based.
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-■i3i3«""' It is in the low standard seotor. that some startling

results oan.be found. The rapid rates of growth of■urban popu

lation in Africa (15), mOrs rapid than the rate of growth of
■recorded employment in most countriesy have put a serious strain

'oil the housing supply in an around the major towns iof the

^continent. As a result the building of very low standard aceo-^

'mraodation, unplanned and generally relatively insanitary(^6), is
■ very profitable. In circumstances of ac< te shortage of supply,"

irenahts are prepared to pay relatively high-rents' for very low

quality accommodation. These dwellings oost very llittie to

construct, and assuming that the rent is paid regularly the

private rate of return to the landlord on unplanned mud and" '

wattle dwellings can be highor than in the other two sectors

distinguished, at over 20 per cent per annum. In fact better-

quality dwellings built from the same basic materials' can still

be a profitable form of investment in planned areas under the

jurisdiction of municipalities.^/ It is to a large extent to
this type of development or organized site and service schemes

-'that most African governments will probably ha^e to1 look in ':

order to solve the problem of shanty towns around the ma^oi* '■■ "

urban oentres. i! ■■ '■'

34*' Two'types of policy measures can be used to-reduce the- •>''>

private rate of return in the circumstances described above. Sent

control can, in~theory, be.used to reduce rents across the whole

^market- Where housing subsidies or housing allowances are used}

they may be removed. The latter policy will have the effect of"

reducing the demand for more expensive accommodation, and ; -..'.<

increasing the demand for cheaper aocommodation, and .therefore <

cannot".be .regarded as a useful policy .Mnsasur3 in this regard 1;>:

.since'it is likely only to change the structure of rents between

different sectors (i*e* hers to reduce high rents and.increase 'low
rents). The theoretical effects of rent control have been1: ''-'•'
discussed at some length elsewhere;

■ ■ ■■'■'■ .', f

■ .. The features of tae housing market *v...■.. v-< ' - .■-■■-:. ■;

-." ■ •'. .. " "tend to mbk.o- sjhort-ran equilibrium-rents rather ' '-1

high —- during periods of rapid economic %rbwtfc * ' ■-

-■•■■" ■ ■ and .substantial shifts in the inter-r'agional ■■■ ■ '■^-■■':"'''-

' '■ ' ■ distribution of pcjula"i;ion:J T-rith considerable' . :-i:-

income and capital ^ains by housepwners ;^s" ''& ■' ■■■■■■■

result. Undoubtedly_, these circumstances' are1 ;h! .;■:';

: ■ often regarded as &.-?£Uiae:its for rent control*'" ■■■-■'' : ■■'•

:■■• Moreover; due to the limited availability of land '•'■

with good location, prices tend to rise for suCrh

: property when cities are expanding with resultant

capital gains for ths owners." (18)

1/For example on Grade II areas in Uganda, and in the laid out

areas of Dar-es-Salaam -- see Leslie (17).
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35, For these types of reasons, particularly the equity argument

of income redistribution between tenants and landlords, the Kenya

Government recently introduced measures of rent control on residen

tial properties. Legislation in February 19^7 established a Rent

Tribunal, and rents were related to their level as at January 1st

1965. Tenants of unfurnished dwellings up to K £40 or furnished up

to K J>55, in the three main towns of Kenya were able to appeal to

the Tribunal for a reduction in rent. Thiy was intended to cover

lower and middle income groups. The major problems with this type

of legislation fall into two groups. First thejb are the adminis

trative problems of enforcing the act, and secondly the repercussions

on the behaviour of the market,

36. In an economy operating broadly under conditions of free

enterprise, 'effectively the only countries where rent control

measures would be felt necessary, rent control is likely to hide

rather than eliminate market shortages. Thus the common methods

of using "key-aa^iaey" and/or two rent bocks (one for the landlord

and one for the controlling body) may be signs of a housing **black

market". In situations where there is an acute shortage of housing

it may be in the interests of the tenant to pay higher than he

needs to legally in order to retain hi tenure. It is difficult

to imagine that in the peri-urban areas of .Vrrican towns there is

any satisfactory record of the rent paid for a particular dwelling

on a specific date in the past, even if a satisfactory representa

tive date can be set. In addition it is difficult to imagine rent

control measures being widely effective when administration is

difficult to ensure in all departments of government, and the level

of literacy and sophistication of tenants in the face of the

administrative machine is likely tc render then ineffective. The

actual effect of rent control is therefore likely to be extremely

uneven, and in general unsatisfactory in its equity between

different sectors of the market.

37* The second area is that of repercussions on the market,

particularly in the light of the type of meaaur3s that the Kenya

Government introduced. In general the economist's view is that

rent control in a "free enterprise" economy has the effect of

reducing the attractiveness of investment in housing in the long-

run (new dwellings in any year are always a small proportion of the
existing stock). However, if the incidence of rent control is

different, either by design or administrative effect, in the

different sectors of the market, tLen those sociors where it is

effective in reducing rents will "become relatively less attractive

for investment than those where it ic not. In the Kenyan context,

one would expect, a prioris that after the introduction of rent control,
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investment in unfurnished accommodation let at over K &40 per

month would become relatively more attractive than that below

K:*49» w If,-this is to.be avoided then very, complicated regulations
may be necessary,■.but i-t;"ia clear, that'the more complicated; the
regulations the;.'more difficult administration may be.co.iae, , Tbe

fact Jhat housing, is not a homogeneous, commodity make^any analysis
of the .likely "effecta 'of ,r^nt^control, difficult. I,t .should be-,

cl&ar .^wever that wEere rent"cQn,tr^o:i'is" effective.' it will-necessarily
reduce, the return! to investment,iri\new:. dwellings, thus-reducing
i^".effect of; .the price mechanism,..-and- thus possibly.increasing.- .- .-
pressure on. government to,.enter, i^to housing investment .on a

scale itself. .„. ' , ...,'." .-.JV-■. ... . ■• . ■ ■

public Sector ."'.'"' .','."'"'' :.... ' \

38. Government involvement in housing generally takeBlboth' ■' "
direct and indirect forms. Where Government is involved in the
construction and Ministration it deals.with both bapital and ■■-■
r'ecursentfinanciai elements. , .However, Qovernment may alee be
involved indireptly. . One indirect effect'is through'the control ■ ;
of the economy, including the pverall lev&l of .economic aotivity,'
the ease of obtaining credit, and the level of interest rates.
Government regulations and statutes will include, stipulations on
structural standards, health provisions;and town planning procedures
In addition there, may be taxes on. materials and/or property taxes
which indirectly affect, construction and.running costs of dwellings.
So if,: for example^ land.is available in.towns. with a high initial
premium, Mgh stipulation of the minimum standards and total value
of development, then the total capital sum to be financed is
likely to be prohibitive for all but tjie higher income groups..

39.,'ibHere we^shall be concerned mainly with'the'Government* s direct
role.m housing through operations at Central and local authority ,
level, and through - public oorporations. Public corporations

involved are:frequently known as National Housing Corporations.

40. Earlier in this paper it was made clear that as a legacy
from the colonial period many'Jtfrican Governments may have a
committment to provide housing where it is available forpublio ' ■
officers, an 'some cases-only these over a certain rank' or ■ - ." - ■
salary scale,- • This'kas -Involved. Governments in considerable capital-
expenditure, estimated.ig U^anUa tb have be,en about. £12,750*000 foi*
3150-unrts.iip to'-19«2". m>-: If is: u^jUl 'to- separate this type q? """
housing committment intb'three categories. In urban areas Government
may provide housing for some employee^ aS part of their conditions ■
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of service. In other areas, and especially remote rural and small
towns the housing market may be so small *hat Government is

virtually forced to provide'accommodation for officers posted to

these stations. The third category is that of housing tied to
hospitals, schools and other such institutions where provision of

accommodation close to the place of work is either considered

essential or advisable - housing for expatriates may be included
under this category. The provision of capital for house construction

in this third category is frequently included in the expenditure

plans for the institutions, so may be part of aid agreements, or at

least has been budgetted for. The remote housing, and urban housing,

is likely to pose more of a problem since they are seen as less

essential, even though the former may be tied to such services as

agricultural extension.

41. A difficulty in the financing of some Government housing has

arisen from a practice that was common at least in ex-British

colonies. This is the lack of proper accounting procedures with

regard to the capital element of housing finances

"Generally speaking, no attempt is made to repay

capital invested in Government housing; it is in

fact initially written off (when provided from

surplus revenues), or becomes a oharge against ( 20)
general revenue (when provided under a loan scheme).

In Uganda at least, the high tax revenues of the early 1950s, when

cotton and coffee prices were high, were used in part for building
Government houses. In these circumstances, not only is the full

extent of subsidies never revealed, but a major item of capital
expenditure was charged to current account. This practice has also

been followed in some local government housing schemes-

42. The capital finance for some local authority building has

come from private sources auoh as insurance companies, and from

public loans floated by the authorities (examples of both in
Nairobi). Some countries have received capital from external

sources in this respect, but in general capital finance has to be

allocated from the capital budget of the local authorities, just

as would be the case for the Gentral Government.

43. The National Housing Corporations in East Africa are an

interesting contrast, and as exercises in obtaining oapital funds

for building a fairly full discussion follows. The National

Housing Corporation of Kenya took over from the well-established
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Central Housing Board in mid-1967 in order to act as a slightly-

more independent body than previously. ( 21) The Central Housing
Board had largely been involved in channelling funds to local

authorities from the Ministry of Housing. The capital structure

of the Corporation at the beginning of 19-67 consisted predominantly
on loans from the Kenya Government and the Commonwealth Development

Corporation (£3*9 million together out of total liabilities of
£5,0 million). After a year of operation it is not yet ol.ear what
operational innovations will accompany the change of name.

44. The N.H.C of Uganda was established in 1954, and it was

initially hoped that;,some of the Governments stock of .houses

could be used as mortgage security for a large loan. Due to the

inadequate marketability of the collateral offered, this hop©

proved to be ill-founded. Subsequently the Corporation has had-

considerable difficulty in obtaining capital, and the sources ■

have been as followss

a) £.300,000 from Government for "low-cost"
houses costing approximately £1,100

each.

b) £500»000 from Government for erection of " '
Government Staff Charters.

c) Government guaranteed loan from a commercial
bank of £150,000 as deposit on a contractor

finance agreement.

d) £1,500,000 external contractor finance for
construction of a Government/N.H.C# office .
block.

d) $1,500,000 external contractor finance
. for construction of a Government/N.H.C,
office block

«) '£1,050,000 external contractor finance for
construction of residential flats.

f) £100,000, loan from the National Life :
Insurance Corporation of India for

residential buildings.

Thus it oan be seen that the major part of capital finance has

been from private sources external to Uganda. Whereas JT-H.C,

houses built using internal finance have annual rents assessed at

approximately 12J- per cent of the original capital cost (to cover
all costs), the oontractor finance dwellings have rents assessed
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at I5-I8 per cent due to the short-period over which the loans have

to be repaid, and the higher oosts of interest. External loans

also create a foreign exchange problem when it comes to repayment.

■fieoehtly another contractor finance scheme of h6 million has been
entered into, so it is not clear to what extent this tjpe of finance

is regarded as a long-or short-term solution to the shortage of

capital. The level of rents in relation to the repayment will depend

to what extent the sohemes involve owner-occupation, and this is

limited by the availability of long-term personal housing loans

(see Private Sector discussion)*

45- The National Housing Corporation of Tanzania was established

in 1963, and has concentrated on housing for lower and middle
income groups. A considerable amount of its finance has come from

external sources through aid agreements, and this has-involved some

equipment from the manufacture of, for example, doors, window-frames

and'concrete blocks in Dar-es-Salaam. Perhaps the most interesting

element is the sum of approximately &9OCUOOO in the form of an

external grant which is used as a revolving fund for the construction

of tenant-jurohase dwellings* A problem in the type of programme that

the N.H.C. in Tanzania is involved in is that of sub-letting. This

phenomenon ,of itself, is not a problem, but difficulties arise when

the cost-based economic rent charged by the Corporation is below
the market rent for this type of property. It is then possible for

the Corporations tenants to aot as profit-taking intermediaries,
whioh is, of course, even more of a problem if the Corporation

charges a lublic-supported subsidised rent. In this latter case the

intermediary is, in effect^ receiving an unintended transfer payment
since ho is not using tile whole cf the building himself, !Fhis has

arisen in Tanzania where a six-rocm dwelling is let on a tenant-purchase

agreement for Shs. 180 per mon^h, where this amount can be recovered
by sub-letting three or fo\xr rooms, so that the Corporation's tenant

obtains virtually cost-free accommodation. N« Jorgensexi has also

touched upon this problem in relation to experience in Kenya.

46. As discussed under Introduction, oubsidies are used where it
is considered that people are iu;able to afford a fit standard of
accommodation from their regular income. They aro, therefore,

involved in income redistribution policy. Broadly, subsidies may
be said to have four types of effe-jts; " ,-.",■■

a) they form a commitment which has to be met
from current Govornment expenditures,

. .b) they affeot the consumption patterns in relation
.--:.-.'- .to housing expenditure; and if given only on

rental accommodation vrculd tend to decrease the

incentive to o-wner—occupation- :



c) the structure of the housing stock in terms"; — ,
oS construction cost will, in the long run, differ

from the *free market1 system depending on

expenditure patterns,

d) in the long run the. subsidy system may lead
to a change in peoples' attitudes to their

housing, so that subsidies cease to be an

expedient for raising standards, but are taken

fir granted by the recipients - thus other types

of income redistribution policies may be

preferable,

47» In Africa, the proportion of the population that receives the
benefit of subsidies is very small, Qaite apart from the higher

income group subsidies already mentioned, the remainder of the

subsidised groups would usually be in the urban population, or if
not then accommodated in employers1 housing. Subsidies are

therefore only likely to affect that part of the population

that is in regular employment. The types of accounting systems
used, including no allowance for capital costs, of the payment
of housing allowances in addition to basic salaries, often do
not allow an accurate assessment of the extent of housing subsidies.
Additional forms of subsidies, apart from those on rents, may be
preferential taxation measures, the provision of servioed plots
and other services at less than cost, interest charged on loans
at less than commercial rates etc. This means that the
assessment of any one country's housing market in terms,of the
impact of subsidies may be very difficult.

48. In general, external capital sources are not likely to be
*•* interested in housing projects per se. In Latin America some aid

programmes have had considerable interest in owner-occupier schemes,
but largely as an important determinant of political stability.
It is often one of the principles of projects using external
capital funds that they should generate foreign exchange to help

with the repayment of the loan. Housing schemes are unlikely
to fall into this category. The. types of projects that are moat
likely to succeed in attracting aid from external sources are
'pilot' projects connected with now strategies or policies
towards urban or rural development. Examples also exist of aid
programmes tied to the research and planning aspects of housing

and/or urban development through teohnical assistance, rather
than in aid for physical construction programmes.
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Conclusion ■ ' ' ".,,■■'""/'■/. ''"".. ' . : - .,♦,' ■ j,, ■'

49- We have carried out most of-this survey of aspects of housing
finance in somewhat general terms, with the occasional introduction
fit relevant examples. These.examples, of necessity, came from within
the writer's experience, and are not. neoessarily relevant for the
whole of the African continent. Unfortunately,- most published
sources of information aref: usually out of date by the time that they
beoom© available. It remains to express a f©w: comments on the role of
housing in development planning* '

50, Experiences over Africa are likely to differ considerably-
in the extent to which available resources are allotted to urban
as opposed to rural housing^ arid hi£h as opposed to low inoome -
groups. In general it oaai be said that urban/housing presents
a greater long-term; problem because of the rapid r'a,tes of urbanisa
tion involving sub-standard construction and great concentrations
of poiulation- in relatively'small areas. The balance in resouroe
commitment between the various parts of an economy' will ultimately be

,,a matter,of political judgement. However, it sijou.id-bo emphasized
that within a given housing allocation, a greater proportion of

:,r$.souroes to one part of the economy necessitates a.rednction
in, th^?devotion of resouroos to another part of'. the economy. Thus,
to increase tfae amount of building for high-inoomo groups, will -"
meanrra-reductiori of the resources "that might have, been available
for low—income groups.

51- If it is desirable 'that investment in housing be inoreased
within any given country, then there, are two, alternative ways of.
doing thisv -Either transfer investment reapurcos out of one '
activity.into housing, o;r ino^e;a«i&-iho. avaii&kle investment . ■
^sources by encouraging saving steoificaj^r.'for housing.
Despite the intangible benefits which 'arise from better housing
conditions',-such as better health,and; standards- of living, it is
usually the^oase that housing is included among 'infrastructure ! -
investments'-'whioh have a relatively'long .life, and-a high . :
ratio < of capital to output. The.proportion; of national savings
whioh is devoted to housing ia development 'plans is., therefore. '
often low, reflecting the need for rapid returns..to investment in
oountaies^aiming at high rates of growth of. per capita income. -.-
Thus-if a greater proportion of national resourcG.s are to :b« devoted
to. hfluBing, then it would^seem that the m^si likely expedient is the
creating of new savings (i.e. the raising of the national savings
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to income ratifc)). At present the measure of success in achieving
this is relatively lowj and when new savings are forthcoming through

insuranoe companies or housing loan bodies they are devoted to

loans to the urban, relatively high income groups. The need

would, thereforo, appear to "be for the creation of new types of

institutions to mobilize savc'.cga for lower and middle income

groups in both urban and rural areas, along with a change of

lending policy by management of existing institutions whereby

security of mortgage and status of borrower can be brought together
to satisfy lower income mortgage applicants.
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AJ3NEX I

HOUSING FINANCE COMPANY OF UGANDA IIKCIED

LOANS FOR HOUSE PURCHASE

Scope of operations

Hie price, cost including land, or valuation i?;ang« of houses

acceptable as securities 'mast be not less than Shs;.'30,000/-,

Title

The title mi-st be-4inenfti]rnb€rre4- ■

term of thirty (30) years at the end of the agreed period of

ment; or Freehold without encombrance.,. ■.JCai. each case the properly

ti

Types of loans

(l) On dwellings to be built for occupation by the applicant and
where advances are required by ins'talment^j&iJ^Ji^^

pr^ovided-no wor]c-ha&-oommence<l at the time of application.

Normally, (unless otherwise agreed) advances will "be made1
in three payments, the first when the roof is on, lurther- v~j,^

details will be given on application. .. , . ■.- :■-.■-. :;inn

C2)—On—dweXLLngs to be built for owner—occupation when the
purchase - will"take—plaoe-^when the dwelling is completed-, _ ? r-..:-:-.".

if application is made for a loi^i before building commences."

(3) Applications may be considered in respect of private
_,... ^^or-7o-wtt«Tk-<iCcuj)aiA^mi w

providers''' ■"■ ' ■■ " ■ '■"■ ■■ '■■ ■ .'■-■ ■ ■ . ■■ "■■ . .-.:,■

(a) The Plans and Speciation of Works and Materials ,,r
have been prepared by a qualified Architect; and ™ ■

(b) The Ar,c£ite;ct .can certify that the work has been
adequately supervised by a qualiified person

throughput the building period. '.. ..

(4) Within the ^limits of the finance available, assistance may
given for the purohase of existing houses for owner-occupation.
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Applications

Applications must "be in the form prescribed by the Company

and must be accompanied by the correct fee stated thereon. The
application fee is not returnable, Flans and Speoification of ■
tforks and Materials for the proposed building must be submitted,
prepared by an .Architect who is approved by the Company.

Amount of advance

For Uganda citizens the normal advance will be 75 per cent
of the price., cost including land, or valuation (whichever is
the lower), and.this may be increased to 90 per cent when
collateral security or a guarantee by a third party supported
by a oash deposit is given. For non-citizens advances are

limited to 60 per cent. The maximum advance available is
shs. 140,000/- and the minimum Shs. 20,000/-"further details
are available on application.

Rate of interest

The rate of interest is 8j per cent per annum charged on the

balance due to the Company on the 31st December every year. At the
commencement, interest will be charged from the date of advance

up to 31 December.

Terms of .repayment

The maximum period of repayment will normally be fifteen

years with repayments of a fixed amount every month to include

principal and interest. For example, the monthly repayment
where shs, 20,000/- is borrowed over fifteen years is shs.200/75.

Disclaimer

The foregoing is for information only and does NOT
constitute the basis of an agreement to advance money. A

decision whether or not to advance money and the terms on

which such money will be advanced will be made by the Board of
Birectors of the Housing Finance Company of Uganda Limited-and
will be subject to conditions stated in the offer to advance:

money.
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Annex II

RELATIVE YIELDS ON NEW BUILDING

This &unex takes some calculations^made.by.the writer for
I use elsewhere. They relate to building in Kampala, Uganda in 1967.

It should be emphasized that the 'basic data came from interested
investors who were in close contact with the market. The results

Should he taken only aa representative examples. In all cases the
yields are rre-tax, and it has been assumed that the opportunity cost
of management services is seron This makes the yield arrived at

comparable with interest received regularly from a "hank deposit or
similar investment.

In using the 'yield' method of project appraisal, where the

rate of return is the unknown 'r1, the data to fulfil the equation

A1 A? iL
- C « 1_ + f + ^

( T

are C, the capital oost of the project; A, the net cash flows in

each year of the project; and n, the number of years of life that the
investment is expected to have. Using Merrett and Sykes lii) it is
possible to look up r for j given the life of the dwelling.

(a) Higher executive/diplomatic style housing

The example taken here would consist of 4-5 bedrooms, 2

bathrooms, lounge area, balcony, large dining area, of about

3000 square feet in all. The cost of the building would be about
Shs.150,000, with a land premium of Shs.30,000, giving a value
for C of Shs,180,000. The gross rent would be in the region of
Shs.25OO per month at the least, which gives Shs.30,000 per
annum. After the_land rent - Shs.4,800, maintenance - Shs.1440,

and rates - Shs.2363 have been deducted, this givea a net rent
of Shs.21,397j and this is the A term, which is assumed to be
constant. From this ° is equal to 8.412. If we assume that the
life of the building were to be only 30 years, a very conserva
tive figure, then r would be between 11 and 12 per cent pec-
annum. The longer the life of the dwelling the higher would r
be, if the other figures remain the same.

(b) Middle-income Flats

In this example the minimum investment in land required was
Shs.100,000, representing 1.35 acres, and the minimum invest
ment in terms of development value was Shs.2 million, giving a
value of C equal to Shs.2-1 million. This site would represent
about 50 flats with two bedrooms each- which could be let out
at Shs.600 each. This gives a gross rent per annum of
Shs.360,000 for the whole building. If a maintenance cost of
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vc) Peri-urban Homing-

.4O per month, giving „ annual gross rent

Siil
year lifa^sJ J1*14 iS StU1 24 Per centyear life, or 21 per cent" with a life of 10 years.
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